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Four considerations when returning to the workplace
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Layout1
Every workspace is different, so to provide a safe working environment different 
layouts of your existing office or working space may be required to ensure the 

latest social distancing guidelines are followed. 
We have listed out some considerations for you below based on a general view. 
However should you require any further guidance or site specific advice please 
do not hesitate to contact a member of our team to talk through you individual 

workspace.

• Staggered seating plan

• One way systems

• Open spaces

• Well ventilated 

meeting rooms

• Floor markings

• No shared workstation
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Screens2
Acorn Works trusted suppliers have been working hard to design and varied 

collection of clear hygiene protection screens which can not only fit onto their 
own brand of desk up screens but also offer a universal fitting. As part of the 

offering there is also a vast amount of free standing options suitable for all types 
of areas and applications. 

• Workstations

• Worksop areas

• Reception counters

• Room dividers

• Perspex screens

• Glass screens
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Hygiene3
There have been many new hygiene products created recently, especially 

hand sanitising stations for within the workplace. 
These are not only designed to be free standing and clearly signed but also 

designed to fit in with the existing workspace. 
Encouraging staff to regularly sanitise their hands should be encouraged. 

In all communal spaces and shared facilities, such as toilets and canteens, we 
would recommend a good cleaning regime is put in place to keep these areas 

as clean as possible. 

• Hand wash stations

• Hand sanitizer

• Good cleaning regime

• Clean desk policy

• Staff should stay at 

home if unwell
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Summary of practical measures for building services operation

1. Secure ventilation of spaces with outdoor air

2. At nights and weekends, do not switch ventilation off, but keep 
systems running at lower speed

3. Ensure regular airing with windows (even in mechanically 
ventilated buildings)

4. Keep toilet ventilation 24/7 in operation

5. Avoid open windows in toilets to assure the right direction of 
ventilation

6. Instruct building occupants to flush toilets with closed lid

7. Switch air handling units with recirculation to 100% outdoor air

8. Inspect heat recovery equipment to be sure that leakages are 
under control

9. Switch fan coils either off or operate so that fans are 
continuously on

10. Do not change heating, cooling and possible humidification 
set points

11. Do not plan duct cleaning for this period

12. Replace central outdoor air and extract air filters as usually, 
according to maintenance schedule

13. Regular filter replacement and maintenance works shall be 
performed with common protective measures including respiratory 

protection



If you require any of our expertise or assistance with 
adapting your workplaces and implementing best 
practices, either within offices or in homes, to the 

latest COVID-19 guidelines, please do not hesitate to 
get in touch and would be happy to assist wherever 

we can.  
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